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Abstract
Here we study the Brill–Noether theory of special linear systems on a singular Gorenstein
bielliptic curve Y . Any such linear system is associated to a spanned rank 1 torsion-free sheaf,
L. We obtain the same results as in the case of a smooth curve if either L ∈ Pic(Y ) or Y has
only ordinary nodes or ordinary cusps as singularities. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: 14H45; 14H20
0. Introduction
Let Y be an integral Gorenstein curve with g:=pa(Y ) ≥ 5. Assume Y to be bielliptic,
i.e. assume the existence of a degree 2 morphism f : Y → C with C and integral curve
with pa(C)=1. Thus, either C is a smooth elliptic curve or C is a rational curve with
an ordinary node or an ordinary cusp as unique singularity. In this paper, we study
the Brill–Noether theory of special divisors (or special linear systems) on Y . Any such
special complete linear system is associated to a unique spanned rank 1 torsion-free
sheaf, L, on Y with h1(Y; L) = 0. With the terminology of [9] or [15], the spanned sheaf
L corresponds to a complete free linear system, |L|, on Y . Since Y is assumed to be
Gorenstein and L is assumed to be spanned, |L| is base point free if and only if L is a
line bundle. Then to any such spanned L one can “add base points” and obtain another
rank 1 torsion-free sheaf B with L⊂B and h0(Y; L) = h0(Y; B). On the contrary, if we
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start with B the sheaf L is the subsheaf of B spanned by H 0(Y; B). If Y is singular,
L may be not locally free even if B is a line bundle. Furthermore, for any Hxed L
and any Hxed integer x ≥ 2, the set of all such B’s with deg(B) = deg(L) + x may
be reducible. For instance, if Y has just one ordinary node, P, the set of all eJective
degree 2 divisors on Y is the disjoint union of two algebraic sets: the two-dimensional
variety, S ′, of all degree 2 Cartier divisors and the one-dimensional variety, S ′′, of
all divisors P + Q with Q ∈ Yreg; take x = 2; we start with L which is not locally
free at P; if we add an element of S ′ we obtain a non-locally free sheaf while if we
add an element of S ′′ we obtain a line bundle (see Remark 1.3); since to be locally
free is an open condition, we obtain in this way quite often reducible Brill–Noether
loci Wrd (Y )’s. In [5] we considered the case in which Y is trigonal or hyperelliptic
and we will use here some of the ideas contained in [5]. Essentially, we obtain the
same results as in the case of a smooth curve if either L ∈ Pic(Y ) or Y has only
ordinary nodes or ordinary cusps as singularities. Curves with only ordinary nodes are
just the integral curves in M−g , while curves with only ordinary nodes and ordinary
cusps as singularities are the curves arising in a compactiHcation of Mg in which we
put cuspidal curves instead of curves with elliptic tails. Hence, such class of curves is
interesting. However, it would be much more interesting to have a full extension of
the classical theory to the case of an arbitrary integral Gorenstein bielliptic curve. We
were unable to do that but we discuss in Remark 1.5 and the proof of Proposition 0.1
given in Section 2 the technical reason for our failure: anybody who overcame that
point, will be able to obtain a full extension. We work over an algebraically closed
Held K with char(K) = 2. As a corollary of our techniques we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 0.1. Assume char(K) = 2; 3 and C is smooth. Let A be a torsion-free
sheaf on Y with d:=deg(A) ≤ g− 2 and h0(Y; A) ≥ 2. Assume that at each point of
Sing(A) the curve Y has either an ordinary node or an ordinary cusp. Let u : X ′ → Y
be the partial normalization of Y in which we normalize exactly the points of Sing(A).
Then there exists a spanned R ∈ Pic(C) such that A ∼= u∗((f ◦ u)∗(R)).
Call Wrd (Y )(∗) the subset of Wrd (Y ) corresponding to locally free rank 1 sheaves.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 0.2. Assume char(K) = 0; g ≥ 5; X with only ordinary nodes or ordinary
cusps as singularities and C is smooth. Then there exists an irreducible component
A(d) of W 1d (Y )(∗); d = g − 1 and d = g; with dim(A(d)) = (g; 1; d) := 2d − g − 2
and whose general member; M; is spanned and with h0(Y;M) = 2 and in particular
M does not come from C. Furthermore; dim(W 1g−1(Y )) ≤ (g; 1; g− 1).
We stress that the case d=g−1 of Theorem 0.2 is not easy even for smooth bielliptic
curves. To the best of our knowledge this is not known in positive characteristic and
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if char(K) = 0, it was Hrst published in [7, the case q = 1 of Theorem 0:1]; in [7,
Theorem 0:1], there is the further assumption that C is a general curve of genus q,
but if q= 1 we do not need this assumption because all elliptic curves have the same
Brill–Noether theory.
In the Hrst section, we give a few preliminary remarks which explain why it is
easier to work with curves with only nodes and cusps as singularities. These remarks
allow us to give an improved Castelnuovo’s bound in the sense of [1, Proposition
1.8]. In Section 2 we study the special linear systems on Y when C is smooth. In
particular we prove 0.1 and 0.2. In Section 3 we study the case in which C is a
rational curve with an ordinary node or an ordinary cusp. In Section 4, we see the
canonical model of Y in Pg−1 as the complete intersection of an elliptic cone and
of a quadric hypersurface. In particular, the canonical model is arithmetically Cohen–
Macaulay and even arithmetically Gorenstein. Apart from the bielliptic curves, there
is exactly another class of Gorenstein singular curves whose canonical model is the
complete intersection of an elliptic cone and of a quadric hypersurface (see Lemma
4.1 and Proposition 4.4).
1. Preliminaries
We will always use the following notation. Y is an integral projective curve, g :=
pa(Y ) and  : X → Y is the normalization. Unless otherwise stated we assume Y to be
singular, i.e,  is not an isomorphism. We assume the existence of a degree 2 morphism
f : Y → C with C integral curve of arithmetic genus 1. Set  :=f ◦ : X → C. Let A
be a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on Y . Set Sing(A) := {P ∈ Y : A is not locally free at P}.
Hence Sing(A)⊆Sing(Y ). The integer deg(A) is deHned by the Riemann–Roch-type
formula (A) = deg(A) + (OY ). By the duality for one-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay
schemes [2], we have h1(Y; A)=h0(Y;Hom(A;!Y )). We have deg(Hom(A;!Y ))=2g−
2 − deg(A) even if Y is not Gorenstein [8, part 2 of Proposition 3:1:6]. By local
duality we have Hom(Hom(A;!Y ); !Y ) ∼= A. If h0(Y; A) ≥ 2, we will write |A| for the
associated complete linear system; however, we will use the notation |A| only when A
is spanned; if Y is Gorenstein, the sheaf A is spanned if and only if the linear system
|A| is free in the sense of [9]. We want to study the rank 1 torsion-free sheaves L on
Y with h1(Y; L) ≥ 2 and h0(Y; L) ≥ 2. Since deg(Hom(L; !Y ))=2g−2−deg(L), either
deg(L) ≤ g−1 or deg(Hom(L; !Y )) ≤ g−1. Hence it is harmless to assume deg(L) ≤
g − 1. Since the subsheaf, L′, of L spanned by H 0(Y; L) has h0(Y; L′) = h0(Y; L) ≥
2; h1(Y; L′) ≥ h1(Y; L) ≥ 2 and deg(L′) ≤ deg(L), we will study only the spanned
special rank 1 torsion-free sheaves with degree at the most g − 1; notice that even
if L is locally free, L′ may be not locally free and hence we cannot avoid to study
non-locally free sheaves even if we are interested only in special line bundles. For all
positive integers r; d let Wrd (Y ) be the set of all rank 1 torsion-free sheaves, L, on Y
with deg(Y ) = d and h0(Y; L) ≥ r + 1. Since a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf is stable (see
e.g. [8] or [18, Proposition 10(c), p. 154]), Wrd (Y ) is a closed subset of the scheme
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of all rank 1 torsion-free sheaves on Y with degree d. In this way we may at least
see Wrd (Y )red as a reduced scheme. Let W
r
d (Y )(∗) be the open subset of Wrd (Y )red
parametrizing the locally free sheaves.
Remark 1.1. If Y is Gorenstein, there is a local determinantal description of Wrd (Y )(∗)
exactly as in the case of a smooth curve considered in [4, Chapter IV]. Hence, at least
if Y is Gorenstein, Wrd (Y )(∗) has a natural scheme structure and we will always see
it with its scheme structure, while we will see Wrd (Y ) just as a reduced scheme. From
the determinantal description of Wrd (Y )(∗) we obtain that at each point, Wrd (Y )(∗) has
a dimension of at least (g; r; d) := g− (r + 1)(g+ r − d).
Lemma 1.2. Let Y be an integral projective curve and  : X → Y its normaliza-
tion. Let L be a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on Y. The natural map u : H 0(Y; L) →
H 0(X; ∗(L)=Tors(∗(L))) is injective.
Proof. Set z := h0(Y; L). We may assume z¿ 0. It is suMcient to prove that for z− 1
general points Pi; 1 ≤ i ≤ z − 1, of Y , there is # ∈ H 0(X; L) with #(Pi) = 0 for every
i and u(#) = 0. Since rank(L) = 1 and z = h0(Y; L), for a general P ∈ Y there is
# ∈ H 0(Y; L) with #(Pi) = 0 for i ≤ z − 1; #(P) = 0. Since |−1(Yreg) : −1(Yreg)→
Yreg is an isomorphism and P ∈ Yreg, it is obvious that u(#)(−1(P)) = 0 and hence
u(#) = 0.
Remark 1.3. Let R be the completion of the local ring of a curve at a point which
is either an ordinary node on an ordinary cusp. Assume char(K) = 2 if R is the
completion of an ordinary node and char(K) = 2; 3 if R is the completion of an ordinary
cusp. Let m be the maximal ideal of R. Then every rank 1 torsion-free module over R
is isomorphic either to R or to m (see [12] or [18, Proposition 3, p. 163] for the nodes,
[8, p. 24] for nodes and cusps if char(K) = 0); to avoid any misunderstanding with
the notation of [18, bottom of p. 165], we stress that in the nodal case as torsion-free
modules we allow only modules with rank 1 on both components of Spec(R). Now Hx
P ∈ Sing(Y ) with P an ordinary node or an ordinary cusp and a rank 1 torsion-free
sheaf A on Y with P ∈ Sing(A). Hence, A is formally isomorphic to the maximal ideal
of the local ring of P in Y . Let u : C → Y be the partial normalization of Y at P.
Hence, pa(C)=pa(Y )−1. Set A′ := u∗(A)=Tors(u∗(A)). Notice that the maximal ideal
of the local ring of P in Y is formally isomorphic to the germ at P of u∗(OC). Hence
A ∼= u∗(A′). Since C is smooth at each point of u−1(P); A′ is a rank 1 torsion-free
sheaf on C with A′ smooth along u−1(P), card(Sing(A′)) = card(Sing(A)) − 1 and
deg(A′) = deg(A) − 1 ([8, p. 18] or the proof of [13, Lemma 1 of the Appendix
with J. Harris]). The last equality follows also from the deHnition of degree because
A ∼= u∗(A′).
It seems useful to consider the following concept.
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Denition 1.4. Let A be a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on Y . Set $-deg(A) := deg(∗(A)=
Tors(∗(A))). The integer $-deg(A) will be called the $-degree of A.
Remark 1.5. Let A be a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on Y . We have $-deg(A) ≤ deg(A)
and $-deg(A) = deg(A) if and only if A is locally free [13, Lemma 1 of the ap-
pendix]. Furthermore, $-deg(A) ≤ deg(A) − card(Sing(A)). Let u : C → Y par-
tial normalization of Y in which we normalize only the points of Sing(A). Then
$-deg(A) = deg(u∗(A)=Tors(u∗(A))). If char(K) = 2; 3 and Y has only ordinary nodes
or ordinary cusps at every point of Sing(A), then $-deg(A) = deg(A)− card(Sing(A))
(Remark 1.3).
Using the $-degree it is easy to obtain improved Castelnuovo’s bounds (in the sense
of [1]) for singular curves.
Denition 1.6. Let A be a rank 1 spanned torsion-free sheaf on the integral projective
curve. Take a linear subspace W of H 0(Y; A) with W spanning A. Set A′ := ∗(A)=
Tors(∗(A)). Let W ′⊆H 0(X; A′) be the induced linear subspace spanning A′. We have
dim(W ′) = dim(W ) (Lemma 1:2). We will say that the pair (A;W ) is simple if the
pair (A′; W ′) is simple on the smooth curve X in the sense of [1]. If dim(W ) ≥ 3, this
means that the morphism X → P(W ′) induced by (A′; W ′) is birational. If dim(W )=2,
it means that the morphisms X → P1 do not factor into two morphisms of degree at
least 2.
Denition 1.7. Let A and D be rank 1 spanned torsion-free sheaves on the integral
projective curve. Take a linear subspace W (resp. M) of H 0(Y; A) (resp. H 0(Y; D)) with
W spanning A (resp. D). Set A′ := ∗(A)=Tors(∗(A)) and D′ := ∗(D)=Tors(∗(D)).
Let W ′⊆H 0(X; A′) (resp. M ′⊆H 0(X;D′)) be the induced linear subspace. We will
say that the pairs (A;W ) and (D;M) are not compounded with the same involution if
the pairs (A′; W ′) and (D′; M ′) on X are not compounded with the same involution in
the sense of [1].
Proposition 1.8. Assume char(K) = 0: Let Y be an integral projective curve and
L1; : : : ; Ls; s ≥ 2; rank 1 spanned torsion-free sheaves on Y. Set ri := h0(Y; Li) − 1
and ni := $-deg(Li). Let u : C → Y be the partial normalization of Y in which
we normalize exactly the points of
⋃
1≤i≤s Sing(Li). Assume that for all pairs i; j
with 1 ≤ i¡ j ≤ s the pairs (Li; H 0(Y; Li)) and (Lj; H 0(Y; Lj)) are not compounded
with the same involution. Let f(r1; : : : ; rs; n1; : : : ; ns) be any of the functions de-
:ned in [1; p: 364 and Lemma 4:2]; as second members of [1; inequality (1:2)]. Then
pa(C) ≤ f(r1; : : : ; rs; n1; : : : ; ns).
As in the case of smooth curves one can use Proposition 1.8 to obtain uniqueness
results for linear series on particular curves generalizing [5, Lemma 2:6].
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2. C smooth elliptic curve
In this section we assume that C is smooth.
Remark 2.1. Since  : X → C is dominant, X has genus at least 1. Since char(K) = 2
and C is smooth, Y has only planar singularities and in particular Y is Gorenstein.
Lemma 2.2. Assume C to be smooth. If g ≥ 2 the map Picx(C) → Pic2x(Y ) sending
R ∈ Picx(C) into f∗(R) is injective.
Proof. First assume pa(X ) ≥ 2. The map Picx(C) → Pic2x(X ) sending R ∈ Picx(C)
to ∗(R) is injective because  is ramiHed. Since =f ◦ , we conclude this case. If
pa(X ) = 1, then  is Netale. Since  factors through f and  is birational, we obtain
X ∼= Y and hence g= 1, contradiction.
Proposition 2.3. Assume that C is smooth and g ≥ 3. Fix L ∈ Picd(X ) with 0¡d ≤
g − 2 and L spanned. Then d is even and there exists a unique R ∈ Picd=2(C) with
L ∼= f∗(R) and h0(Y; L) = h0(C; R).
Proof. The uniqueness of R follows from Lemma 2.2. Fix a general linear subspace V
of H 0(Y; L). Since L is a spanned line bundle, V spans L. Hence, V induces a morphism
v : Y → P1 with L ∼= v∗(OP1 (1)) and V = v∗(H 0(P1;OP1 (1))). If the morphism v
factors through f, we obtain that d is even and the existence of R ∈ Picd=2(C) with
L ∼= f∗(R). By the uniqueness of R we obtain that the image of the injective linear
map 2 : H 0(C; R)→ H 0(Y; L) contains a general two-dimensional subspace of H 0(Y; L).
Hence 2 is an isomorphism. Hence we may assume that v does not factor through f,
i.e. that the induced morphism h=(f; v) : Y → C×P1 is birational. Thus pa(h(Y )) ≥ g.
Since h(Y ) is a divisor of C×P1 of bidegree (2; d), we conclude using the adjunction
formula on the smooth surface C×P1, exactly as in the classical case with smooth Y .
Remark 2.4. Assume that C is smooth. Use either the proof of 2.3 or its statement
to check that if g ≥ 6 there is a unique bielliptic double covering from Y onto a
smooth elliptic curve. If char(K) = 0; Y is smooth, and g = 5 (resp. 4, resp. 3) it
is known that Y has at the most 5 (resp. 10, resp. 21) bielliptic structures (see [4,
Chapter VI, Example F, for g=5] and [6, Corollary 5:8 for 3 ≤ g ≤ 5]). If Y has only
ordinary nodes or ordinary cusps, the corresponding result is true without assuming
the smoothness of the target curve with arithmetic genus 1 (see the proof of Propo-
sition 3:4).
Example 2.5. Fix A ∈ Pic2(C) and B :=f∗(A) ∈ Pic4(Y ). By Riemann–Roch we
have h0(C; A) = 2 and hence h0(Y; B) ≥ 2. Hence for all points P1; : : : ; Pg−5 ∈ Yreg
we have B(P1 + · · · + Pg−5) ∈ W 1g−1(Y )(∗). Varying A in Pic2(C) and the points
P1; : : : ; Pg−5 in Yreg we obtain an irreducible subset, S(g − 1), of W 1; g−1(Y )(∗) of
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dimension g − 4 = (g; 1; g − 1). Now we Hx d ≥ g and make the same construction
using d − 4 points P1; : : : ; Pd−4 ∈ Yreg. We obtain an irreducible non-empty subset,
S(d), of W 1d (Y )(∗)red with dim(S(d)) = d− 3¡ 2d− g− 2 = (g; 1; d). Since S(d) =
∅, by Remark 1.1, there exists an irreducible component, T (d), of Wrd (Y )(∗)red with
S(d)⊂T (d) and such that for a general L ∈ T (d) there is no R ∈ Pic(C) and eJective
Cartier divisor D on Y with h0(C; A) ≥ 2 and L ∼= f∗(A)(D).
2.6. The coherent sheaf f∗(OY ) generically has rank 2. Since OY has no torsion, the
sheaf f∗(OY ) has no torsion. Since C is smooth, f∗(OY ) is a rank 2 vector bundle
on C. For the same reason, ∗(OY ) = f∗(∗(OY )) is a rank 2 vector bundle on C
and f∗(OY ) is a subsheaf of ∗(OY ). Since Y is singular, OY is a proper subsheaf
of ∗(OX ) and hence f∗(OY ) is a proper subsheaf of ∗(OY ). Set e :=pa(X ). Since
Y is singular,  is not Netale and hence e ≥ 2. Since char(K) = 2, the branch locus
of  is formed by 2e− 2 distinct points, say Q1; : : : ; Q2e−2, of C (Riemann–Hurwitz).
Furthermore, there is U ∈ Pic(1−e)(C) such that U⊗2 ∼= OC(−Q1 − · · · − Q2e−2) and
∗(OY ) ∼= OC ⊕ U (see e.g. [10, Chapter 0, Section 1]); furthermore,  is uniquely
determined by the choice of U and the points Q1; : : : ; Q2e−2 and any such choice
corresponds to a unique double covering X ′ → C with X ′ smooth curve of genus e
(see e.g. [10, Chapter 0, Section 1]). The sheaf OC is, in a natural way, a subsheaf both
of f∗(OY ) and of ∗(OY ). Since OC is saturated in ∗(OY ) (i.e. the quotient sheaf
is locally free being just U ), OC is saturated in f∗(OY ). Hence V :=f∗(OY )=OC ∈
Pic(C). Set a := deg(V ). Since f∗(OY ) is a proper subsheaf of ∗(OY ); V is a proper
subsheaf of U and hence deg(V ) ≤ −e. Thus the exact sequence
0→ OC → f∗(OY )→ V → 0 (1)
splits, i.e., f∗(OY ) ∼= OC ⊕V ; alternatively, see [10, p. 10]. As in the smooth case the
double covering f is uniquely determined by V and the choice of s ∈ H 0(C; V⊗2∗); s =
0 [10, p. 10] and any such Y gives one, perhaps reducible, such Y . By [10, Proposition
0:1:1], the singular points of Y are exactly the points, Q, such that s vanishes with order
at least 2 at f(Q). Furthermore, the type of the singularity is determined by the order
of vanishing of s at f(Q) [10, p. 10]. Since deg(V⊗2
∗
) ≥ 2, a general s ∈ H 0(C; V⊗2∗)
has only simple zeroes. Hence, we may see Y and the degree 2 covering f as Oat
limits of a Oat family of curves {Yt}t∈5 and double coverings {ft :Yt → C}t∈5 with
5 smooth irreducible aMne curve, o ∈ 5; Yo = Y; fo =f; Yt smooth for t ∈ (5 \ {o})
and ft∗(OYt ) =OC ⊕ V for every t.
Proposition 2.7. Assume that C is smooth. Let A be a torsion-free sheaf on Y with
d := deg(A) ≤ g−2 and h0(Y; A) ≥ 2. Assume that at each point of Sing(A) the germ
of A is formally equivalent to the germ of ∗(OX ). Let u :X ′ → Y be the partial
normalization of Y in which we normalize exactly the points of Sing(A). Then there
exists a spanned R ∈ Pic(C) such that A ∼= u∗((f ◦ u)∗(R)).
Proof. Set A′ := u∗(A)=Tors(u∗(A)). By deHnition of Sing(A) we have A′ ∈ Pic(X ′).
The assumption on A is equivalent to the assumption that deg(A′)=deg(A)+pa(X ′)−
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pa(Y ) and A ∼= u∗(A′) [13, Lemma 1 of the Appendix with J. Harris]. A′ is spanned
and h0(X ′; A′) ≥ 2. Apply Proposition 2.3 to the double covering f ◦ u :X ′ → C.
Proof of Proposition 0.1. By Remark 1.3 every A satisHes the assumption of Pro-
position 2.7 at each point of its singularity set Sing(A).
Proof of Theorem 0.2. The assertion for d = g is much easier and follows from
Proposition 2.3 and the last part of 2:6 exactly as in the case of smooth bielliptic curves
(see [7, Section 1] for more details). Hence from now on we will assume d= g− 1.
We will use the notation of Example 2.5 and of the last part of 2:6. By Proposition 2.3
the conditions “M is spanned and h0(Y;M) = 2” are satisHed if we Hnd a component
A(g−1) of W 1g−1(Y )(∗) such that the subsheaf, M ′, of a general member M of A(g−1)
is not of the form f∗(N ) with N ∈ Pic2(C). Take a general member B(P1+· · ·+Pg−5)
of S(g−1)⊆Wrd (Y )(∗). Since h0(Y; B(P1 + · · ·+Pg−5))=h1(Y; B(P1 + · · ·+Pg−5))=2
and B(P1 + · · ·+Pg−5) and Hom(B(P1 + · · ·+Pg−5); !Y ) are not isomorphic, the Petri
map H 0(Y; B(P1 + · · · + Pg−5)) × H 0(Y;Hom(B(P1 + · · · + Pg−5); !Y )) → H 0(Y; !Y )
is injective. Hence S(g− 1) is generically smooth. By [7, Theorem 0:1], W 1g−1(Yt) has
an irreducible component, At(g − 1), with the properties we want, plus obviously the
component St(g− 1) corresponding to the component S(g− 1). The argument with the
Petri map works even for a general member of St(g − 1) and At(g − 1). The limit
for t ∈ (5 \ {o}) going to o ∈ 5 of St(g − 1) is S(g − 1). Since W 1g−1(Y )(∗) is
generically smooth of dimension (g; 1; g − 1) along A(g − 1), we see that the limit
for t ∈ (5 \ {o}) going to o ∈ 5 of At(g − 1) cannot be S(g − 1), proving the
existence of another component, W , of W 1g−1(Y ). If this component is in W
1
g−1(Y )(∗),
then we conclude using Proposition 2.3. Hence, we may assume that W is formed
by non-locally free sheaves. Fix a general A ∈ W and let u :X ′ → Y be the partial
normalization of Y in which we normalize exactly the points of Sing(A). For a general
B ∈ W we have Sing(B) = Sing(A). Set B′ := u∗(B)=Tors(u∗(B)). Since Y has only
ordinary nodes or ordinary cusps, B′ ∈ Pic(X ′) and deg(B′)=pa(X ′)− 1. Call W ′ the
irreducible component of W 1q−1(X
′); q :=pa(X ′), obtained in this way. Since u∗(B′) ∼=
B, we have dim(W ′) = dim(W ). We apply the last assertion of the statement to the
bielliptic curve X ′ of genus q¡g. Since (g−1; 1; g)¿(q−1; 1; q), we obtain easily
a contradiction; for instance, one can use here induction on card(Sing(Y )); the starting
point of the induction, i.e., the case of a smooth bielliptic curve X , was checked in
[7, Lemma 1:2].
3. C nodal or cuspidal rational curve
In this section we assume that C is singular. Hence C is a rational curve with an
ordinary node or an ordinary cusp as unique singular point. We assume char(K) =
2; 3. Call P the singular point of C. The morphism  :X → C induces a degree 2
morphism X → P1. Hence either X has a genus at the most of 1 or it is hyperelliptic.
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Let w :W → Y be the partial normalization of Y in which we normalize only the points
(or the point) of f−1(P). Hence we have a degree 2 covering v :W → P1. Thus either
pa(W ) ≤ 1 or W is hyperelliptic. Since W is Gorenstein, the special linear systems
on W are well-understood (see e.g. [5, Proposition 2.3]).
Remark 3.1. By Riemann–Roch every B ∈ Picx(C) with x ≥ 2 is spanned and
not-special. Every rank 1 torsion-free sheaf N on C with deg(N )¿ 0 has h1(C; N )=0.
Since C has a unique singular point which is an ordinary node or an ordinary cusp,
we obtain that every rank 1 torsion-free sheaf M on C with deg(M) ≥ 2 is spanned.
Remark 3.2. The map f is Netale if and only if g=1. Assume g ≥ 2. Since deg(f)=2
and f is not Netale, the map Picx(C)→ Pic2x(Y ) sending R into f∗(R) is injective.
Furthermore, the induced map H 0(C; R)→ H 0(C;f∗(R)) is injective.
Remark 3.3. Since f is a double covering, Y \ f−1(P) is Gorenstein.
Proposition 3.4. Fix L ∈ Picd(Y ) with 0¡d ≤ pa(W ) and L is spanned. Then d is
even and there exists a unique R ∈ Pic(d=2)(C) such that f∗(R) ∼= L. Furthermore; we
have h0(Y; L) = h0(C; R) = d=2.
Proof. The uniqueness of R follows from Remark 3.2. Fix a general linear suspace V
of H 0(Y; L). Since L is a spanned line bundle, V spans L. Hence it induces a morphism
u :Y → P1 with L ∼= u∗(OP1 (1)) and V =u∗(H 0(P1;OP1 (1))). If the morphism factors
through f, we obtain d even and the existence of R ∈ Picd=2(C) with L ∼= f∗(R).
By the uniqueness of R we obtain that the injective linear map from H 0(C; R) into
H 0(Y; L) contains a general two-dimensional subspace of H 0(Y; L) and hence it is an
isomorphism. Hence, we may assume that u does not factor through f, i.e., the induced
morphism h=(f; u) :Y → C×P1 is birational. We have an induced birational morphism
h′ :W → P1 × P1 with h′(W ) of type (2; d) and d− 1 = pa(h′(W )) ≥ pa(W ).
Since pa(W ) ≥ g − 2 if Y has only smooth points or ordinary nodes or ordinary
cusps along f−1(P), from Proposition 3.4 we obtain the following results in the same
way in which from Proposition 2.3 we obtained Propositions 2:7 and 0:1.
Proposition 3.5. Let A be a torsion-free sheaf on Y with d := deg(A) ≤ g − 2 and
h0(Y; A) ≥ 2. Assume that at each point of Sing(A) the germ of A is formally
equivalent to the germ of ∗(OX ). Let u :X ′ → Y be the partial normalization of Y
in which we normalize exactly the points of Sing(A). Then there exists a spanned
R ∈ Pic(C) such that A ∼= u∗((f ◦ u)∗(R)).
Corollary 3.6. Let A be a torsion-free sheaf on Y with d := deg(A) ≤ g − 2 and
h0(Y; A) ≥ 2. Assume that at each point of Sing(A) the curve Y has either an ordinary
node or an ordinary cusp. Let u :X ′ → Y be the partial normalization of Y in which
we normalize exactly the points of Sing(A). Then there exists a spanned R ∈ Pic(C)
such that A ∼= u∗((f ◦ u)∗(R)).
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4. The canonical model of Y
In this section we extend to the case of Gorenstein bielliptic curves, the well-known
characterization of smooth bielliptic curves as the curves whose canonical model in
Pg−1 lies on the cone over a degree g − 1 linearly normal elliptic curve E of a
hyperplane of Pg−1 (see e.g. [11, Theorem 2:1]). Here we assume char(K) = 2 and
that Y is a Gorenstein curve with a double covering f :Y → C with pa(C) = 1. By
[17, Theorem 1:5], the canonical morphism is a degree 2g − 2 embedding of Y into
Pg−1. We write E (resp. E′, resp. E′′) instead of C if C is smooth (resp. with an
ordinary node, resp. with an ordinary cusp). If C = E′′ we assume char(K) = 3.
Lemma 4.1. Let Y ⊂Pg−1; g ≥ 5; be a canonically embedded integral Gorenstein
curve with pa(Y )=g. Assume the existence of a hyperplane H ⊂Pg−1; of an integral
linearly normal degree g − 1 curve C ⊂H with pa(C) = 1 and of Q ∈ (Pg−1 \ H)
such that the cone; T; of vertex Q and base C contains Y . Then either Y is bielliptic;
Q ∈ Y and the projection from Q induces a degree 2 morphism f :Y → C or Q ∈ Y; Y
has multiplicity g − 1 at Q and Y is the complete intersection of T with a quadric
hypersurface; F; with Q ∈ F . In the latter case; the projection from Q induces an
isomorphism of Y \ {Q} onto an open subset of C.
Proof. Let m be the multiplicity of Y at Q. Hence m = 0 if and only if Q ∈ Y .
The projection from Q induces a surjective morphism from T \ {Q} onto C and
hence a non-constant morphism, 2, from Y \ {Q} into C. We have 2g− 2 = deg(Y )=
m+deg(2) deg(C)=m+(g−1)deg(2). Hence either m=0 and deg(2)=2 or m=g−1
and deg(2)=1. If m=0 and deg(2)=2, then 2 is a double covering. Assume m=g−2
and deg(2) = 1. The morphism 2 induces an embedding of Y \ {Q} into C. Hence
either Sing(Y ) = {Q} or card(Sing(Y )) = 2 and in the latter case C is singular.
We assume pa(Y ) = g and that Y is Gorenstein and canonically embedded. Hence
h0(Y; !⊗2Y )=3g−3=h0(T;OT (2))−1. Thus, Y is contained in a quadric hypersurface,
F , not containing T . Since deg(Y )=2(deg(T )); Y is scheme-theoretically the complete
intersection of T and F .
Proposition 4.2. Let f :Y → C be a double covering with pa(C) = 1; g :=pa(Y ) ≥
4 and Y Gorenstein. See Y ⊂Pg−1 canonically embedded. Then there exists L ∈
Pic(g−1)(C) with !Y ∼= f∗(L); L embedding C in a linearly normal curve contained
in a hyperplane; H; of Pg−1 and Q ∈ (Pg−1 \H) such that Y is contained in the cone;
T; with vertex Q and base C.
Proof. Take L ∈ Pic(g−1)(C) such that !Y ∼= f∗(L) (see e.g. [10, Proposition 0:1:3], for
the case C smooth). For any R ∈ Pic2(C) we have f∗(C) ∈ Pic4(Y ); h0(Y; f∗(R))=2
and f∗(R) is spanned. As in [16], following the case of smooth curves considered in [3]
and [18, Theorem 2:5], f∗(R) is associated to a three-dimensional minimal degree scroll
SR⊂Pg−1 with Y ⊂ SR. Since Y is Gorenstein and h0(Y; f∗(R)⊗2)=h0(Y; f∗(R⊗2)) ≥ 4;
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SR is a cone, say with vertex Q; indeed for Gorenstein curves the classical proof of
this assertion works as in the case of smooth curves, as obvious from the proof of
[16, Theorem 3:6]. Call T the intersection of all scrolls SR; R ∈ Pic2(C). For every
P ∈ Creg such that card(f−1(P))= 2, the line 〈f−1(P)〉 of Pg−1 is contained in every
SR. Furthermore, any two such lines, say 〈f−1(P)〉 and 〈f−1(P′)〉, intersects in a
unique point, say Q, not depending on P; P′ or R (just by Riemann–Roch). Hence we
see that T is a cone with vertex Q and base C, as required.
Remark 4.3. Let Y ⊂Pg−1; g ≥ 5, be a canonically embedded integral Gorenstein
bielliptic curve, say f :Y → C with pa(C) = 1. As in the smooth case (for which
see e.g. [11]) the proof of 4:2 shows that Y is the complete intersection of a cone
with base C linearly embedded in a hyperplane H of Pg−1 and vertex Q ∈ H with a
quadric hypersurface not containing Q.
Proposition 4.4. Fix a hyperplane H ⊂Pg−1; an integral linearly normal degree g−1
curve C ⊂H with pa(C)=1 and Q ∈ (Pg−1\H). Call T the cone of vertex Q and base
C. Fix a quadric hypersurface F of Pg−1 not containing T. Then the one-dimensional
scheme Y :=T ∩ F is Gorenstein; deg(T ∩ F) = 2g− 2 and OY (1) ∼= !Y . For such a
general F with Q ∈ F the scheme Y is integral.
Proof. We leave to the reader the easy case Q ∈ F . Hence we assume Q ∈ F . Since
the embedding of C in H is arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay, T has depth 2 at Q.
Hence Y has no embedded point, i.e., it is a pure one-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay
scheme with deg(Y )=2g−2 and pa(Y )=g. It is known that the embedding of C in H
is arithmetically Gorenstein [14, Theorem 7]. Hence Y is Gorenstein. By the adjunction
formula we have !Y ∼= OY (1). The last assertion of Proposition 4.4 is easy and follows
for instance counting the dimensions of suitable linear systems on the scroll over C
obtained blowing-up the vertex of T .
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